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Growing Roots for a Sustainable Future 

ELIJA THYMES

OUR STORY: ELIJA Farm              

About ELIJA Farm

ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm in South Huntington, 
NY committed to using environmentally responsible practices to 
raise high quality, organically grown produce. The ELIJA Farm CSA 
(community supported agriculture) is dedicated to enriching the 
health and wellness of our community through dynamic learning 
opportunities to its diverse membership.

There are a limited number of shares for our four-month summer 
season and membership is on a first-come, first-served basis. Visit 
www.ELIJAFarm.org for more information or to sign-up for a share. 

43 Foxhurst Road
South Huntington, NY 11758
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ELIJA Farm Team

Debora Thivierge                          Heather Forest  
Founder & Executive Director       Agricultural Consultant 

Dylan Licopoli              Larry Foglia
Agricultural Director                       Agricultural Consultant

Randy Horowitz
Co-Founder

CSA Share Pick-Up Schedule for June & July
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All About Market-Style CSA

ELIJA Farm’s CSA is unique because instead of having a 
pre-packed share box to pick up, we will have all of the 
beautiful and freshly harvested bounty for the week 
displayed on tables in our pick-up tent, similar to what 
you would see at a Farmers Market. This style of pick-up 
allows you more flexibility. 

The amounts and types of vegetables available in your 
share will change weekly with the season. You will receive  
your ELIJA Farm tote on your first visit and fill it with your 
weekly share amounts. You will be eating both locally 
and seasonally. 

For added flexibility, we will have a Swap Box or a "take 
one, leave one" bin at every pick up where you can 
swap items with other members. If there is something 
you don’t want to take, you can exchange it for an item 
another member placed in the bin. We also have a 

donation bin where you can put any item you would like 
to donate to a local soup kitchen or food pantry.
We always harvest extra of each item, so if even if you 
are the last person to arrive during our pick-up times you 
will still have plenty of options from which to select.

We will have a tent host at every pick-up who will greet 
you for sign-in, answer questions about the weekly share, 
and offer information about how to cook any unfamiliar 
vegetable in the share. Every week we will offer our ELIJA 
Thymes newsletter loaded with information and recipes 
about the produce.

Your on-farm driving route takes you around our fields 
as you exit so that you can see your vegetables growing! 
Our on-farm pick-up style also allows you to meet your 
farmer and personally see how your produce is grown. 

Special education experts Debora Thivierge and Randy 
Horowitz founded ELIJA Farm in South Huntington as 
a non-profit project in 2016. The land had been owned 
and farmed by the Foglia family for more than 50 fruitful 
years. Farmers and educators Larry Foglia and Heather 
Forest were in search of new stewards of their fields. 

With a shared passion for sustainable agriculture and 
experiential learning, Deb and Randy collaborated with 
Larry and Heather to evolve the vision of the farm’s 
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program. 
ELIJA Farm’s unique CSA model offers programmatic 

opportunities for diverse 
populations and integrates 
members into the life and 
community of the farm. 

ELIJA Farm is committed to 
offering inclusive learning and 
recreational opportunities 
to diverse populations with 
varying levels of ability.

Larry and Heather serve as the farm’s primary agricultural 
consultants.

Left to right: Randy Horowitz, Heather 
Forest, Larry Foglia, Debora Thivierge

“If we can’t change the wind, we can adjust our sails”

A cooler and cloudier spring has slowed the growth of our produce. Your 16-
week CSA share will have a new start date and will begin on Tuesday June 27th 

for Tuesday members from 4:00 to 7:00pm and on Saturday July 1st  from 
10:00am-1:00pm for Saturday members. As such, the CSA will extend further 

into October so that all members get 16-weeks of delicious produce.  

NEW
CSA

Start Date  
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Meet the ELIJA Farm Team

SPOTLIGHT ON: Transition Program & Services @ ELIJA Farm    

“Life on the Farm”

In January 2017 I began a new chapter in my life at ELIJA. 
My time spent supervising the learners at the school 
had come to a close and I officially began supporting 
the adults in ELIJA’s Transition and Program Services 
(TPS) department. Prior to starting my new position, 
I found myself feeling nervous about the change and 
overwhelmingly guilty about leaving the learners, 
families, and staff at The ELIJA School. After all, it had 
been five years, and many relationships are built in that 
time. How could they ever get by without me? This is a 
joke of course (there are so many talented professionals 
at ELIJA), but I had come to value my role within the 
school and saw myself as an integral part of the positive 
changes that were occurring daily. I hoped that my new 
position would offer the same level of personal and 
professional satisfaction as my previous positions had. 

Over the course of the last 3 months I have found myself 
easily adjusting to my new responsibilities within the 
TPS program. The TPS program is very different than 
the school program, and yet, so much is the same. 
Across programs there is tremendous dedication, 
professionalism, and integrity in service. For me, the 
most dramatic difference has been service location. 
The ELIJA TPS program utilizes a variety of locations for 
instructional purposes, but I have lovingly referred to 
my new job as simply, “life on the farm.”  It is a bit of an 

ironic title being that I have many responsibilities, but to 
date, farming has been the least of them. Nevertheless, 
on most days, I am a BCBA (Board Certified Behavior 
Analyst) working on a farm. I wonder how many other 
people can say that.

There is something about a place like a farm that relaxes 
a person. I suspect it has to do with being close to nature 
and I equate it to the feeling I get when I am on a beach 
near the ocean. I am, by nature, a pretty relaxed guy to 
begin with, but my new position, specifically our farm 
location, has brought about a complete sense of calm 
in my life. Coming to work is therapeutic and the daily 
therapy has led to a reinvigorated spirit and unbridled 
enthusiasm. 
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A Sampling of This  Season’s Produce

A central goal of ELIJA is to be able to support the community by providing an agricultural curriculum with health and 
wellness activities to adolescents and adults with autism, their families and the communities in which they live and work. 
This includes the creation of an evidence based curriculum designed and written specifically for students with autism. 
curriculum is carried out through ELIJA’s Transition Program Services (TPS).

Matthew Weick
Lead Clinical Supervisor, TPS

Fresh Leafy Greens: mesclun, arugula, kale, crispino, mustard greens

Cooking Greens: broccoli raab, cabbage, collard greens, broccoli, cauliflower, 
bok choy, chard, okra, asparagus 

Alliums: Onion, garlic, garlic scapes, chives

Herbs: Oregano, parsley, sage, sorrel

Root/tubers: Potato, beet, radish, carrots, turnips

Bean/pea/seed: Snap pea, green beans, long beans, dry beans, corn

Fruit: Tomato, cucumbers, peppers, eggplant, squash

Scenes from ELIJA Farm

Debora Thivierge
Founder

Randy Horowitz
Co-Founder

Dylan Licopoli
Agricultural Director

Larry Foglia
Agricultural
 Consultant

Adam Delgado
Apprentice 

Joy Dinkelman
Apprentice 

 Charlotte Sears
Apprentice 

Heather Forest
Agricultural
 Consultant

Matthew (left) working with a student 
in the TPS program on the ELIJA Farm.


